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Abstract 
Enochs, E.E. and O.M.G. Jenda, Tensor and torsion products of injective modules. Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 76 (1991) 143--119. 
Yoneda raised the question of whether the tensor product of injective modules is injective. 
Ishikawa showed that for a commutative noetherian ring R this is the case if the injective 
envelope E(R) of R is flat. The latter condition is equivalent o R being generically Gorenstein 
(i.e., R,, Gorenstein for every minimal prime &al 41). We use a version of this characterization 
to prove the ccnverse of Ishikawa’s result z?,sd raise the question of the injectivity of the higher 
torsion products of injective modules We show that for a commutative noetherian ring R these 
products are injective if and only ,f R is Gorenstein. More precisely. we prove that for a 
Gorenstein ring R and a prime ideal 41 C R. TOI-,{ /Z(=iX,a )_ E(RIp)) is 0 unless i = ht p and in 
this case is isomorphic to E( RI& ). 
1. Notation and conventions 
All our rings will be commutative and noetherian. If R is a local ring, 117 will 
denote its maximal ideal, k its residue field and fi its completion. If R is arbitrary 
and JJ C R is a prime ideal, k( $1) will dea,otc the residue field of R,, . 
For a module _M, E,(M) = E(M) will denote its injective envelopt; and 
o-, M+ E;:M)-+ E;(M)-+. . l 
will denote a minimal injective resolution of M. 
If YE R and 41 is a prime ideal we will use the fact that scalar multiplication on 
E(R@ ) by Y is ar, isomorphism if ~$4’ aDd if r E $7 is locally nilpotent (i.e. for 
each z E E( R/p ), r”z -= 0 for FOIIX n 2 1). 
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If R is local and M is an R-m(Jdule, p, = p,(lrr, M) will denote the Bass 
invariants of A4 (with 111 and M usually understood). Hence p, will be the number 
of copies of E(k) in a decomposition of Ek(M) into indecomposable modules. 
More generally, we will consider p;( ~1, M) for any prime ideal $1. 
We will freely appeal to results from Bass [l] and Matlis [7]. 
2. Injective tensor products of injective modules 
Lemma 2.1. If 41, (7 $z’ R are prime ideals and ~1 # (7. then for all i 2 0. 
Tq(E(R4~). E(Rh)) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose ~1 e (7 and let Y E ~1. r $ (7. Then E( R/J’ ) A E( R/p ) is locally 
nilpotent. i.e., for each x E E( R/C’ ). r”x = 0 for some n 2 1, and E( R/q) & 
E(RI9) is an isomorphism. Hence 
Tor,(E(Rlp), E(R/q))A Tor;(E(RIp), E(RIq)) 
is both an isomorphism and locally nilpotent, so Tot-J E( R//I ), E( R/q) = 0. 0 
In the next lemma we will let M’ denote the biatlis dual of any R,,-module M. 
We note that E(RIp) 8 E(RIp) is the same whether taken over R, R,, or R,,. A 
similar remark holds for Hom( E( R/p), I?~, ). 
Lemma 2.2. E( R/C’ ) @ E( R/U ) # 0 if and only if the depth of R,, is 0. 
Proof. Suppose E( R/J’ ) @ E(RI&j) Y’ 0. Then since E( R/J’ ) is an injective 
cogenerator for the R,, -modules, 
(E(R&) @ E(R@))” s Horn (E( Y/p ). E(RI#) 
z Hom( E( R/q ). k,, ) # 0 . 
But E( R/P ) is artinian as an R,,-module, so this implies R,, has a nonzero artinian 
submodule, i.e., k C i,, where k is the residue field of I;),, .
Conversely. if k C fi,, , then by Maths duality we get a surjection R;\ = 
E(R@)+ k‘ = k. But this implies Hom(E(R&), R,, #O and so, as above, 
E(RIv)@ E(RIp) ZO. 0 
Lemma 2.3. E( RI41 )@ E(Rlp ) is a nonzero inject& module if and only if R,, is a 
quasi-Frobenius ring (i.e., Gorenstein of dirnension 0). 
Proof. As above, the Maths dual (E(!?/P)@ Q/?/r))) is Hom(QR/y), &J. If 
I C k,, is the largest ideal of finite length of R,, . then by Matlis duality I‘ is the 
largest quotient of E(RIP) of finite length (over h,,). Then. since +5(~@ )) has 
finite length for any 0 E I-Iom(E(R/~$&), de get Hom(E(R&). pi,,) = 
Hom(l”, I). This shows that Hom(E(RIP), R,,) has finite length and so it is Matlis 
refle,Gve. It is an easy argument that a dual h/l’ is reflexive if and only if M is 
reflexive and hence E( R/P ) 8 E( R/J? ) is refIexive. Consequently it also has finite 
length. 
SC- now assume E( R/C’ ) @ E( R/J] ) is nonzero and injective. Then by Ishikawa 
[6, Theorem 1.51 its dual Hom(E(K&), kl,) is flat. Since it is finitely generated as 
a R,, -module, it is a free R,, -module. Since Hom( E( R /Jj ). fi,, ) has finite length, 
I;),, does too, i.e., the Krull dimension of &, is 0. 
Let fi = &, and suppose 6” = 0 and fi” _ ’ # 0. Since Hom( E( R/i? ). hi,) # 0 
is free, fit’-’ Hom(E(R/@. &,) # 0. If for every u E Hom(E(R/i+ &,). 
(T(E(RIJ~)) C fi, then fi’% = 0 so fir’-’ Hom(E(RIij ). $,) = 0. a contradiction. 
This means that for some CG ~(E(RIJJ)) = d,,. But then R,, is a direct summand of 
E(R@) and so \s injective. Since &, = RL,, R,, is quasi-Frobenius. 
Conversely, R,, quasi-Frobcnius means that R,, = E( R,, ) z E( R/4 ). So 
E(R/J~)@E(RIJ~)~ R,, = E(RI4) is injective. q 
Theorem 2.4. For a ring R, E @ E’ is injective for- any injective R-mod~des E and 
E’ if and only if E(R) is a flat R-rnodlrle. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is due to Ishikawa [6, Theorem 2.41. Now assume E @ E’ is 
always injcctive. By Cheatham and Enochs [3, Theorem 31, E(R) is flat if and 
only if R,, is quasi-Frobenius for all ~1 E Ass(R). But if 17 E Ass(R), then R/P C R 
and so for the quotient field k of R/J], k C R,, C I?, , i.e.. depth hl, = 0. Then by 
Lemma 2.2. E(R@ ) C3 E(R& ) # 0 and then by Lemma 2.3, R,, is quasi- 
Frobenius. This completes the proof. q 
3. Preliminary results 
We need the following easy lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. If R is a local ring. then 
Ext’,( E(k), R) = Ext;,( E( k), fi) z Ext;,( E( k), /?) 
for all i > 0. 
Proof. 
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gives an injective resolution of I? as an R-module. For any prime ideal 41 of R, 
scalar multiplication by r on k @ E(RI@ ) is aal isomorphism if Y& and is locally 
nilpotent if r E 41, hence k @ E( R/t’ ) is the direct sum of copies of E(R& ). Hence 
if ~1 # M, Hom(E(k), &0 E(Riy)) = 0. Yf 11 = IIT, then E(Rlur) = E(k) and 
k GOR E(k) = E(k). From these remarks if follows that 
Hom,(E(k), E’(R)) E Hom,(E(k), A@ E’(R)) 
and we get the first isomorphism above. 
For the second, we note that since R is a flat R-module, 
is also an injective resolution of k as an R-module. 
Then note that if (7 C k is a prime ideal such that 9 f slur (the maximal ideal of 
I?), then r7 f~ R # JK Hence arguing with scalar multiplications we see that 
Hom,(E(k), E&/q)) = o 
and that 
Hom&(E(k), E&/q)) = 0. 
Since 
Horn,&‘(k), E(k)) = Hom,&E(k), E(k)), 
we see that 
Hom,(E(k), &(fi)) = Hom,(E(k), E;(k)). 
This establishes the second isomorphism. Cl 
We observe that if E(k) is replaced by any JJr-primary R-module M, we get 
similar isomorphisms. I’f M = k, these isomorphisms are well known. 
If r E R is not a zero divisor of R 07 on the R-module M, and E = R/(r), then 
Torp(&, M) = 0. Hence if we have a submodule S C M and Y is not a zero divisor 
on MIS, then To$R, M/S) = 0 implies R OR S-, R BR M is an injection. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a local ring and suppose r E ttt is noi a zero divisor of R and 
let R = RI(r). If r is not a zero divisor on Extk(E(k), R) for 0 5 i 5 n, then 
Ext;‘(Efi(k), l?) s Ext;(ER(k), R)@ R 
for 1 5iln--1. 
Products of irljective modules 
Proof. Apply Horn,&!&(k), -) to 
04 E”(R)-+ E’(R)+ * - l 
and get the complex 
(with p = p&u, I?)) whose homology gives us the modules Ext’,(E(k). R). 
We note that since r is no; a zero divisor of R, depth R 11 and so by Bass [2], 
PO = 0. 
WC; will let B’,Z’ C kY be the image and kernel of the obvious maps in this 
complex above. 
Now by Bass [2], 
04 R- Horn,& EL(R))+ Horn,@, E&S))-+. . . 
is a minimal injective resolution of R as an R-module. So we compute 
Extk(E#), R) by applying Hom,(E,#), -) to the complex 
O+ Hom,(R, EL(R))--+ Horn,@, ~j#?))--+. . . 
and computing homology. 
Since Horn,@, E,(k)) z E,(k), it is easy to see that we get the complex 
Since 6 g I? OR l?, this is just the complex tensored with R. 
Now we note that r is neither a zero divisor on RVZ’ C I@+ l nor on R?B’ 
since it is neither a zero divisor on Ext’( E(k), R) = Z’/l?’ nor on R’VZ’ for 
0 5 i 5 n. So by the remarks proceeding the lemma, O-, B’ 8 R + R Cc) 8 R = Rgf 
and O-tZi@R-tRP~ are injections. These observations show that Z’:@ R and 
B’ QD R can be identified with obvious kernels and images in O+ R” + Rp2 + l - - 
for 15 i 5 n - 1. Then the exact sequence I?‘* Z’+ Ext’( E(k), R)-, 0 tensored 
with R gives the isomorphism 
E&‘&(k), l?) = Ext;(ER(k), R) @ t? 
for l(:iSn- 1. (We note that we cannot claim an isomorphism for i = n since 
we do not know O-, Z” 0 & RPtt is the kernel of R+ R’C) 0 
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We need the following lemma due to Belshoff [2]: 
Lemma 3.3. If R is a local ring and A and B are artinian R-modules, then each 
Tor,(A, B) is artinian. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
Tor,(A, B)” z Ext’(A, B’) 
is finitely generated. But B“ is finitely generated and so &rr, B”) = pj is finite. 
But Hom(A, E’(B‘)) = Hom(A, E(k)‘“) is finitely generated, hence so is 
Ext’(A, B’). 0 
4. Torsion products of injective modules 
Theorem 4.1. For a ring R the following 
(a) R is Gorenstein, 
are equivalent: 
(b) for any prime ideal p C R and i 2 0, 
(c) for any injective modules E and E’ and any i ~0, Tor;( E, E’) is injective. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b) We have 
Tory(E(RI$j), E(RIp))’ z Ext’,(E(R&). R,,) 
= ExtL,,(E(Rlp). R,, 
= Extitl,(E(RItj), R,,) . 
Since R,, is Gorenstein 
P;(r;,,, I;),,) = 
1 if i = dim R,, = ht ~1 , 
0 otherwise .
This shows that Exti‘,( E( R/p ), k,, ) is R,, for i = ht ~7 and 0 otherwise. Then since 
E(k)‘ s d,, , Lemma 3.3 establishes the claim. 
(b) + (c) This is trivial. 
(c)+(a) By Lemma 2.1, (c) simply says Tor,(E(Rlr). E(R@)) is injective for 
all prime ideals 1~ and i > 0. Since 
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= Tor:Y E(k( v)). E(k( 47))) 
we can assume R is a local ring such that Tor;(E(k). E(k)) is injective for all i L 0. 
Since by Lemma 3.4, this module is also artinian, it is the sum of finitely many 
copies of E(k). But then 
Tor;(E(k), E(k))‘ = Ext’,(E(k), R) 
is a finitely generated free R-module for each i. Using Lemma 3.1 we see we can 
assume R is a complete local ring with Ext#(k), R) finitely generated and free 
for each f. If depth 9 - n and Y,. . . . , I-,, is an R-sequence, then letting R = 
RI@,, . . . , Y(,) and making repeated use of Lemma 3.2 we see that we can further 
assume depth R = 0. This implies k C R, so by Matlis duality. k is a quotient of 
E(k) and so Hom( E( k), R) = Ext”( E( k), R) # 0 is a finitely generated free 
R-module. Then Hom(E.‘Q@ E(k), E(k)) s Hom(E(k), R) shows that 
E(k)@ E(k) # 0. Its dual is finitely generated and projective. Hence 
E(k) C3 E(k) # 0 is an injective module. Then an appeal to Lemma 2.3 above 
shows that R is Gorenstein of dimension 0. This completes the proof. Cl 
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